Theories on procrastination propose that associating tasks with higher valued incentive outcomes results in less task procrastination. However, it remains unknown how representation of incentive outcomes and task-outcome association are mediated by the human brain. Using event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging, we scanned human participants while they were thinking about both tasks and the incentive outcomes each task can yield in an unconstrained way. Results showed that tasks that are more likely to be procrastinated are associated with less value in incentive outcomes. Interestingly, procrastination was more likely if it was more difficult for participants to associate a task with its valued incentives when thinking about the task (i.e., the decreased taskoutcome association). On the neural level, higher value of rewarding outcomes was correlated with increased putamen activations, which further negatively predicted task procrastination. On the other hand, when participants were associating tasks with the incentive outcomes, the decreasing taskoutcome association corresponded to decreasing activation in putamen, and a decreasing hippocampus-putamen coupling which further mediated the effect of the insufficient task-outcome association on procrastination. In particular, the current findings show that procrastination is more likely when people are less able to associate tasks with highly valued incentives, which is accompanied by reduced hippocampal-striatal interactions during task construction.
| INTRODUCTION
Never leave that until tomorrow, which you can do today. -Benjamin Franklin.
In order to be more productive, it's important for individuals, companies and governments to make a plan to complete tasks on time according to schedules. However, the human tendency to not complete tasks until their deadline may often interfere with these schedules. This phenomenon is referred to as "procrastination,"
which has been defined as voluntary but irrational delay of intended course of actions (Steel, 2007) . Procrastination is a widespread behavioral problem (Steel, 2010) and can be harmful to procrastinators' work efficiency, academic performance and psychological well-being (Sirois, 2007; Stead, Shanahan, & Neufeld, 2010) . Although previous theory about procrastination proposed that the subjective value of a task depends particularly on the value of outcome with which the task can be associated (Steel & König, 2006; Strunk, Cho, Steele, & Bridges, 2013) , it remains unclear how the task-outcome associations are mediated by the human brain. Understanding these neural mechanisms thus may be of great significance to test theories of procrastination and develop interventions for task procrastination.
The temporal motivation theory has proposed that a higher task value predicts less procrastination (Steel & König, 2006) . Supporting this, it was reported that engagement in a task is more likely if the associated outcome of a task is considered as more rewarding (Prévost, Pessiglione, Météreau, Cléry-Melin, & Dreher, 2010; Treadway et al., 2012) . More specific, the temporal motivation theory has also suggested that the task value stems from its incentive outcomes the task can yield after completion. Therefore, to form the subjective value of a task, people need to mentally associate the task with its incentive outcomes. However, some task characteristics can interfere with this process by disassociating a task from its incentive outcomes.
For example, it was suggested that both low expectance of obtaining the incentive outcomes and increased time delay before outcome delivery can have a task be devalued by hindering the access to the value of incentive outcomes (Steel & König, 2006) , indicating that a lower task value might result from insufficient association with its outcome. In a similar vein, behaviorisms suggest that when the same action is selected more often (i.e., procrastinated less) and lead to goal achievement in a satisfactory manner, the action would be linked to its goal (incentive outcome) more strongly through the involvement of basal ganglia (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2000; Packard & Knowlton, 2002) , inviting the possibility that people devalue more procrastinated tasks because of the less established task-outcome association. Therefore, an insufficient task-outcome association might lead to lower task value, thus generates more task procrastination. Hence, understanding the neural mechanism of how tasks are associated with outcomes might help to construct a task as more valued to curb task procrastination by boosting the task-outcome association.
Previous studies have repeatedly reported that circuits including the striatum and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) were implicated in representing rewarding outcomes. Substantial evidence indicates that the striatum is crucial for the acquisition of action-outcome associations (Pessiglione, Seymour, Flandin, Dolan, & Frith, 2006; Weaver, 2015) .
More specific, it was reported that the dorsal striatum maintains the information about rewarding outcomes of actions to enable better ones to be chosen more frequently (O'Doherty et al., 2004) . Although activations in OFC is related to valence of outcome as well (Rolls, 2004; Schoenbaum & Roesch, 2005) , some studies suggested OFC is specialized to maintain recent gain-loss information in working memory and exert top-down control on the more primitive basal ganglia system (Frank & Claus, 2006; O'Doherty, Critchley, Deichmann, & Dolan, 2003) .
Together, those results indicate that the value of rewarding outcomes is more likely to be represented in the striatal regions. Therefore, the decreased task-outcome association might lead to decreased activations in the limbic valuation network during task construction by interfering with associating the task with the value of its outcome.
Prospection network, which includes the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex within the medial temporal lobes, and the temporal and inferior posterior parietal cortices on the lateral surface, was a core network mediating the construction and elaboration of future and past episodic events (Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2007; Benoit & Schacter, 2015;  Kwan, Carson, Addis, & Rosenbaum, 2010). Thus, it is possible that brain regions in the prospection network might contribute to associating tasks with outcomes through its role in simulating possible future experience, allowing one to evaluate the delayed outcomes Johnson, van der Meer, & Redish, 2007) . Therefore, the incentive outcomes may be represented through hippocampal involvement. Moreover, the task-outcome association might also be mediated by functional coupling between brain regions in the prospection network and outcome-related limbic regions.
To investigate how the representation of incentive outcomes and task-outcome association are mediated by human brain, we asked participants to engage in construction of both procrastinated (Pro) and nonprocrastinated (Non-pro) tasks, as well as their respective incentive outcomes in an unconstrained way during fMRI scanning. By adopting a free construction method (Frankort et al., 2012) , we aimed to explore automatic evaluation of task and its incentive outcome, which might be closer to the representations in everyday life (Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Papies, Stroebe, & Aarts, 2007) . During the experiment, participants were only instructed to think whatever came to mind related to the tasks or their respective outcomes indicated by cued words. Both task and corresponding outcome cue words were obtained during a prescan interview 1 day before the assessment, and thus referred to subject-specific reallife tasks. Based on the above outlined considerations, we predicted that the less valued incentive outcome of more procrastinated tasks would involve less activation in the limbic valuation network. Additionally, the decreased task-outcome association would lead to decreased activation in outcome-related limbic brain and a decreased functional connectivity between regions of the prospection and valuation network during task construction.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Participants
Forty-one right-handed volunteers participated in the present experiment. None of these participants reported a history of psychiatric or neurological disorder. The current study had full ethical approval from the Institutional Review Board of the Southwest University and all participants provided written informed consent. Due to excessive head movement (>2 mm or >2
) during the fMRI acquisition data from n = 5 participants were excluded leading to n = 36 participants (9 males, mean age = 21.1 years, SD = 1.65) in the final analysis.
| Prescan interview
In the present study, procrastination was defined as voluntarily delay of an intended course of action despite expecting potential negative consequences, and incentive outcome refers to the expected level of reward/punishment that primarily motivates completion of the task.
Before the experiment personalized sets of tasks and corresponding incentive outcomes were determined for each participant. To this end, participants were asked to list both tasks which they highly procrastinated and those they procrastinated less (the number of tasks: M = 6.46, SD = 0.77), and to rate how frequently they procrastinated each task on a 1-5 scale ("Do you procrastinate this task?": 1 = not at all; 2 = almost no; 3 = occasionally; 4 = often; 5 = always). Participants were encouraged to offer as many tasks as possible, but tasks that were beyond one's ability or entirely hedonic were not included because putting off those tasks do not fit the concept of procrastination (e.g., forget my ex, play Pokemon Go).
In the current study, the value of outcome refers to how desirable Finally, for each outcome and task, participants were required to design clearly distinguishable verbal labels which were used as stimuli during the fMRI-assessment.
| Tasks and procedure
A 2 (task vs. outcome) × 2 (procrastinated vs. non-procrastinated) design was employed incorporating separate blocks for tasks and outcomes (see Figure 1 ). The task and outcome blocks were presented in alternating order within a run and the order was counterbalanced across runs and participants. Each outcome/task was repeated among blocks. Within each block, each outcome/task was separately presented for a duration of 10 s in a randomized order without repetition.
The procrastinated and non-procrastinated tasks were specified using mean-split method (the number of procrastinated tasks: M = 3.11, SD = 0.74; the number of non-procrastinated tasks: M = 3.35, SD = 0.82). A fixation cross was presented during the inter-trial intervals (ITI) with an average duration of 4 s (2,000-6,000 ms). A total of five separate runs each lasting 6 min 6 s, and consisting of 2 blocks were incorporated. In order to promote an unbiased perception of the personalized tasks and associated incentive outcomes, participants were instructed to "Just think of whatever comes to mind related to cued words" without further constrain during the fMRI. Following the fMRI scanning, participants reported how many thoughts relevant to the incentive outcomes were evoked for each task and its incentive outcome as outcome accessibility in a randomized order (from 0, indicates none, to 8, indicates extremely abundant). We used the outcome accessibility during outcome construction minus the outcome accessibility during task construction to yield the task-outcome gap (see Figure 2 ). The larger the task-outcome gap is, the smaller the taskoutcome association is. In addition, a parallel study was conducted to test the validation of the measures of outcome accessibility, indicating that the self-reported outcome accessibility can reflect the number of outcome-related thoughts generated during free construction (see Supporting Information).
| MRI data acquisition and preprocessing
Data was acquired on a Siemens 3 T MRI system (Siemens Magnetom
Trio TIM, Erlangen, Germany) using a T2*-weighted echoplanar BOLD-sensitive sequence with interleaved interleaved acquisition fMRI data were analyzed using SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.
uk/spm/software/spm12/). Preprocessing included correction for differences in slice acquisition times, realigned, and coregistration with the structural image. Next the structural image spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and the resulting normalization parameters were applied to the functional images using fourthdegree B-spine interpolation and a resolution of 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3 .
The
The experimental task and the experimental design are presented. Task block and outcome block were presented in an alternate order. In each block, tasks (outcomes) were presented one-at-a time in a random order without repetition. The order of presentation of tasks and outcomes was balanced across runs and subjects. Out, outcome
The illustration for the key measurements. The outcome accessibilities in both task construction and outcome construction were measured by the question of "how many outcome-related thoughts were evoked" on a 0-8 scale. The task-outcome gap was represented by the difference in outcome accessibility between outcome construction and task construction images were finally smoothed using an isotropic 8 mm full-width halfmaximal Gaussian kernel.
| Statistical analysis
For each participant, tasks and corresponding outcomes (abbreviated as Out) were divided into the procrastinated (Pro) (M = 4.31, SD = 0.69) and the non-procrastinated (Non-Pro) (M = 2.34, SD = 0.80) using meansplit method based on the reported frequency of procrastination.
Because the rewarding and punishing outcomes can be processed by separate neural substrate (Knutson, Adams, Fong, & Hommer, 2001) , tasks with rewarding outcomes and tasks with punishing outcomes should be modeled separately to rule out confounds. However, the number of tasks with punishing outcomes is too less for fMRI analysis. For example, half of participants offered none or only one task with punishing outcome so that it is impossible to split those tasks into procrastinated tasks and non-procrastinated tasks. Therefore, only the result of tasks with rewarding outcomes was reported in the current study.
On the first level a general linear model (GLM) approach was employed and the regressors were convolved with the hemodynamic response functions (HRF). The first-level design matrix included separate regressors for the experimental conditions Pro Task, Non-pro Task, Pro Out and Non-pro Out (stand for: procrastinated task, nonprocrastinated task, outcome of procrastinated task, and outcome of non-procrastinated task) and six regressors for head motion to further control effects of head motion.
In the group analyses, we first conducted two sets of contrasts to compare the neural difference in task construction and outcome construction between procrastinated tasks and non-procrastinated tasks.
Next, another two sets of contrasts were separately conducted to test significant BOLD increase during task construction and outcome construction compared with baseline. To examine conjunct activation between task construction and outcome construction, we conducted a conjunction analysis, using the minimum statistic approach (Nichols, Brett, Andersson, Wager, & Poline, 2005) . Furthermore, to search brain regions correlated to the value of incentive outcomes, we conducted regression analysis between neural contrast of Pro Out-Non-pro Out with the paired interindividual differences in the value of incentive outcomes. To test the hypothesis that more procrastinated tasks were associated with lower value in their incentive outcomes, we conducted ROI analysis to examine the relationship between task procrastination and activity from putamen which signaled outcome values. Additionally, to test the hypothesis that the task-outcome gap can lead to decreased activity in outcome-related brain regions, we conducted a regression analysis between interindividual differences in the task-outcome gap and the paired neural contrast of Pro Task-Non-pro Task.
To explore the prospection-valuation interaction which can mediate the effect of the task-outcome gap on task procrastination, a psychophysiological interaction analysis (PPI) (Friston et al., 1997 ) was conducted with the putamen which was negatively correlated with the task-outcome gap during task construction severed as center for the spherical ROI (radium = 6 mm). Next, we searched the brain regions that were correlated with the task-outcome gap and task procrastination by separately regressing the neural contrast between procrastinated tasks and non-procrastinated tasks with interindividual difference in task-outcome gap and task procrastination. Following this, a conjunction analysis using the minimum statistic approach (Nichols et al., 2005) was conducted to search functional coupling that are jointly associated with the task-outcome gap and with task procrastination (thresholded at p < .01, cluster size >20). Finally, we tested the mediating role of the prospection-related conjunct brain regions between the task-outcome gap and procrastination using INDIRECT procedure (Preacher & Hayes, 2008) .
Of note, the current study chose to regress interindividual behavioral differences with its paired single-subject contrast of images because this approach diminishes effects of between-subject differences. The current study used p < .05 false discovery rate (FDR) corrected threshold for whole brain analysis; and p < .05 10-mm small volume corrected threshold (family-wise error) at cluster-level for ROI (regions of interest) analysis.
3 | BEHAVIORAL RESULTS
| Procrastinated tasks have less valued incentive outcomes
To test the relationship between procrastination and the value of incentive outcomes, we utilized a mixed linear model to predict task procrastination with the value of outcomes as mixed factor, and with individuals and outcome type (punishments or rewards) as random factor to control for their intraclass differences (i.e., random intercept models). In the current study, all linear mixed models were based on the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) in the R environment (Version 3.4.2; Bates). Consistent with our hypothesis, the result revealed that the more procrastinated tasks were associated with more devalued incentive outcomes (t = −3.97, p < .001; see Figure 3a ).
| Increased task-outcome gap in more procrastinated tasks
To explore the relationship between the task-outcome gap and procrastination, we utilized a mixed linear model to predict task procrastination with the task-outcome gap as mixed factor, and with individuals and outcome type (punishments or rewards) as random factor to control for their intraclass differences (i.e., random intercept models). As we expected, the increasing task-outcome gap was corresponding to the increasing task procrastination (t = 3.20, p < .01; see Figure 3b ). Of note, the task procrastinated was not correlated to the outcome accessibility during outcome construction (revealed by mixed linear model, t = 1.14, p > .25), indicating that the task-outcome gap is unlikely to result from the possibility that outcomes of procrastinated tasks are less accessible at the first place.
| FMRI RESULTS
| Brain regions respond to the value of incentive outcomes
We first analyzed neural difference in outcome construction between procrastinated and non-procrastinated tasks. However, there was no significant difference in BOLD signals during outcome construction between procrastinated and non-procrastinated tasks (p > .25, FDRcorrected for whole brain volume). Therefore, we next combined the Pro Out condition and the Non-pro Out condition to further investigate the neural activation during outcome construction. Compared with baseline, BOLD response to the outcome construction was significantly higher activation in the bilateral hippocampus and the bilateral putamen (see Figure 4a , p < .05, FDR-corrected for whole brain volume, for more details see Table 1 ).
To test the hypothesis that the putamen code the outcome values, we regressed single-subject contrast images of Pro Out-Nonpro Out with interindividual difference in outcome score between the Pro Out condition and the Non-pro Out condition. We averaged the outcome weights × outcome accessibility dimensions, yielding an outcome score. This regression analysis revealed that signal increases with outcome scores in the right putamen (p FWE-SVC < .05, see Figure 4b ).
| Greater outcome-related neural signals predict less task procrastination
Because the current data revealed that the outcome value is coded in putamen, and more outcome value predicts less task procrastination.
We further conducted ROI analyses to examine the relationship between putamen signals during outcome construction and task procrastination. A putamen peak (x = −27, y = 0, z = 15; p FWE-SVC < .05) of the Pro Out-Non-pro Out contrast was selected as the seed, constructed as 6 mm radius spheres centered at these coordinates.
Results revealed that interindividual differences in task procrastination were negatively correlated with the putamen signals of the Pro Out-Non-pro contrast (r = −0.40, p < .05) (see Figure 4c) . Thus, the higher perceived outcome value predicts the less procrastination. This association was significant when using Spearman's ρ (r = −0.37, p < .05), indicating that it did not merely reflect the contribution of potential outliers.
| Brain regions responsible for the representation of associated outcomes during task construction
We also first analyzed neural difference in task construction between procrastinated and non-procrastinated. However, there was still no significant difference in BOLD activity during task construction between procrastinated and non-procrastinated task (p > .25, FDRcorrection for whole brain volume). Therefore, we combined the Pro Task condition and the Non-pro Task condition to further investigate neural representation of tasks compared with baseline. The result revealed that BOLD response to the task construction also yielded highly significant activation in the bilateral hippocampus and bilateral putamen (see Figure 4d , p < .05, FDR-corrected for whole brain volume, for more details see Table 2 ).
To explore the brain regions which are responsible for representing associated outcome during task construction, we further examined the common networks underlying both task construction and outcome construction through a conjunction analysis using the minimum statistic approach (Nichols et al., 2005) . The result showed that activation in task construction and outcome construction overlapped extensively in bilateral putamen (188 mm 3 ) and left hippocampus (21 mm 3 ), indicating the value of associated outcomes might also be represented in putamen during task construction.
| The increasing task-outcome gap corresponded to decreasing neural signals in putamen during task construction
To test the hypothesis that the bigger task-outcome gap may cause decreased activation in some outcome-related brain regions during task construction, we regressed single-subject contrast images of Pro Task-Non-pro Task with the interindividual task-outcome gap differences between procrastinated and non-procrastinated tasks. As expected, the prominent clusters negatively correlated with taskoutcome accessibility gap were located in left putamen (p FWE-SVC < Because the task-outcome gap difference between procrastinated task and non-procrastinated task mathematically equals to the outcome accessibility difference during outcome construction minus the outcome accessibility difference during task construction, the correlations between neural signal and the task-outcome gap difference can also result from correlation with outcome accessibility difference during outcome or task construction. To rule out these alternative explanations, we also separately regressed single-subject contrast images of Pro Task-Non-pro Task with interindividual outcome accessibility difference during outcome construction as well as task construction.
The result revealed that no brain regions significantly correlated with outcome accessibility difference during outcome construction or task construction within putamen, indicating the correlations between putamen and the task-outcome gap cannot be explained by outcome accessibility difference during neither outcome construction nor task construction. Together, these results suggest that the increased taskoutcome gap could lead to decreased activation in valuation brain system during task construction. 4.5 | The effect of the task-outcome gap on procrastination was mediated by the hippocampusputamen functional coupling
To search the prospection-valuation interaction which can mediate the effect of the task-outcome gap on task procrastination, a psychophysiological interaction analysis (PPI) (Friston et al., 1997) was first conducted, with the putamen which was negatively correlated with the task-outcome gap during task construction severed as center for the spherical ROI (radium = 6 mm). Next, we searched the brain regions that were correlated with both the task-outcome gap and task procrastination by separately regressing the neural contrast between procrastinated and non-procrastinated tasks with interindividual difference in the task-outcome gap and task procrastination. Following this, a conjunction analysis using the minimum statistic approach (Nichols et al., 2005) revealed that the coupling between putamen and a hippocampus was jointly associated with the task-outcome gap and task procrastination (see Figure 5b) . Finally, the current study tested the mediating role of the hippocampus-putamen coupling extracted from the conjunct hippocampal area using INDIRECT procedure (Preacher & Hayes, 2008) . The result showed that the hippocampus-putamen coupling significantly mediated the effect of the task-outcome gap on procrastination (bias corrected CI = [0.02-0.47], see Figure 6 ), indicating that the insufficient taskoutcome association might promote procrastination through a hippocampal-striatal connectivity. Importantly, the signals extracted from the overall conjunct areas cannot mediate the effect of taskoutcome gap on task procrastination (bias corrected CI = [−0.15 to 0.40]), indicating that the mediating role of hippocampus-putamen coupling did not merely result from the fact that it was the conjunct area revealed by conjunction analysis.
| DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate neural mechanism underlying the representation of incentive outcomes and the task-outcome associations when people think about possible future tasks. First, the current study revealed that more procrastinated tasks were associated with less value in incentive outcomes. Moreover, the value of rewarding outcomes showed representations in the putamen, and neural signals derived from a putamen peak during outcome construction negatively predicted less task procrastination. Second, in line with our hypothesis, there were increased task-outcome gaps in more procrastinated tasks. What's more, the increased task-outcome gap lead to decreased activation in putamen, and a decreased hippocampus-putamen connectivity in more procrastinated tasks during task construction. Particularly, the hippocampus-putamen coupling mediated the effect of the task-outcome gap on task procrastination, indicating that the insufficient task-outcome association may promote task procrastination through a decrease of hippocampal-striatal interaction.
In the current study, activation in the putamen was correlated with the perceived value of desired outcomes. This finding is in line with the frequently reported role of the putamen in representing expected rewards and approach motivations (Mizuno et al., 2008; Preuschoff, Bossaerts, & Quartz, 2006; Schultz, 2000) . The putamen represents the major striatal hub supporting the action-outcome contingency learning system (Ashby, Turner, & Horvitz, 2010; Balleine, Delgado, & Hikosaka, 2007; Packard, 2009; Yin, Knowlton, & Balleine, 2006) . In line with this assumption, lesions of the striatum impair the formation of stimulus-response habits (Reading, Dunnett, & Robbins, 1991; Yin, Knowlton, & Balleine, 2004) and reward historybased action selection (Muranishi et al., 2011) . In addition, a growing body of evidence suggests that the striatum plays an adaptive role in encoding expected rewards (Samejima, Ueda, Doya, & Kimura, 2005) and guiding actions towards motivational outcomes ( The hippocampus-putamen coupling mediated the effect of the task-outcome gap on task procrastination might inhibit task procrastination by mediating formation of intentions to act and representations of associated values.
The hippocampus is part of an extended network mediating the construction and elaboration of future and past episodic events (Addis et al., 2007; Benoit & Schacter, 2015; Kwan et al., 2010) .
Hippocampus-involved self-projection has been hypothesized to be able to guide decisions by conveying the value of the expected consequences (Boyer, 2008) . Thus, the hippocampus findings in the present study may reflect the contribution of retrieving relevant experience or imagining possible scenario to facilitate task and outcome construction. Supporting this interpretation, it was previously suggested the hippocampus can provide training signals to the valuation system that allows the outcome to be constructed and evaluated (Barron, Dolan, & Behrens, 2013; Lebreton et al., 2013) . Accordingly, the decreased hippocampus-putamen connectivity which was associated with more procrastinated tasks in this study might reflect an insufficient simulation-valuation interaction. In line with this view, it was found that the greatest impact of hippocampus-mediated episodic prospection on monetary choices also exhibited the strongest coupling between hippocampus and valuation network (Benoit, Gilbert, & Burgess, 2011; Peters & Büchel, 2010) . Furthermore, this possibility may also explain the association between the weaker hippocampusputamen connectivity and the bigger task-outcome gap, that is, the bigger task-outcome gap might block the connection to outcome value by suppressing outcome-related prospection.
The current study indicated that the insufficient task-outcome gap might promote procrastination by hindering hippocampusinvolved valuation. In psychology, when the same actions are frequently followed by a given feature, an association between the mental representation of those actions and the representation of the feature will emerge (Bargh & Gollwitzer, 1994; Bargh, Raymond, Pryor, & Strack, 1995) . Frequent coactivation of a particular action and a particular outcome increases the strength and accessibility of that association (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2000; Shah, 2003) . However, several features which exacerbate procrastination (e.g., low efficiency, task aversiveness, and longer delayed outcomes) can suppress the acquisition of strong task-outcome associations. For example, the longer the delay of subsequent rewards and punishment, the longer it takes to establish the stringent action-reinforcer associations (Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Schwartz, 1989) . In the free construction of tasks, participants form the value of tasks by associating tasks with the incentive outcomes. However, the bigger task-outcome gaps hinder this process and leaded to less activation in reward circuit, generating more procrastination. As actions which are more strongly associated with rewarding outcomes are more likely to be generated again in the future (Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Thorndike, 1970) , future research can develop interventions to alleviate procrastination by boosting the task-outcome association. For example, episodic future thinking is a good way for people to associate rewarding outcomes by projecting self into the future (Atance & O'Neill, 2001; Boyer, 2008) . In addition, one limitation should be mentioned. The measurement for the outcome accessibility is little imprecise in the current study. For example, it is unclear what thoughts would be regarded as outcome-related during self-report. Therefore, although the parallel study (see Supporting Information) revealed that the measurement of outcome accessibility can reflect the number of outcome-related thoughts, future research should use more appropriate measurements to access outcome accessibility (such as counting the number of thoughts which refer to the incentive outcomes).
In summary, the current study demonstrated that procrastination is more than a self-regulatory-failure problem. Both devalued outcome and insufficient task-outcome association can lead to task procrastination. The activity in putamen which responds to the incentive outcome can predict less task procrastination. Furthermore, the bigger task-outcome gap in more procrastinated tasks can hinder associating tasks with the value of incentive outcomes, generating decreased activation in outcome-related brain regions and decreased interaction between the prospection and valuation network. Together, this result indicates that procrastination may be alleviated by building stronger general task-outcome associations (Stromer, Mccomas, & Rehfeldt, 2013) .
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